The Spree Travel Trailer is affordable, nicely equipped and built to take practically anything your kids can dish out, whether it’s muddy boots from a nature hike or your daughter’s first attempt at making pancakes.

Wide open kitchen floor plan makes meals and clean up a cinch.

This bunkhouse floor plan provides plenty of room for the kids to relax.

Stash your games and toys out of sight when company comes in the optional air bed hide-a-bed.
Perfect for a family meal or a game of cards!

Keep an eye on the kids from the kitchen window.

Now you can take your big toys along!

Shown with optional bedroom door ramp

The wide side-entry door ramp with extension makes loading and unloading a breeze.

The bed easily stows out of the way with gas assist lift arms.

Comfort and convenience are designed into this convertible sleep space/cargo bay. The bed is flanked by matching mirrored wardrobes with cargo-netted storage compartments above.
What will your children remember? A lifetime of firsts, all spent together. Exploring the great outdoors and making games up as you go along. Learning to swim, fish and build a campfire.

Start building your family’s memories today in a Spree. Lightweight, well-equipped, and ready to go at a moment’s notice. And moments are what memories are made of.

Large, spacious bathroom with glass shower surround.

Convenient fridge with adjacent pantry.

Cozy living room with tons of storage. Shown with optional air bed hide-a-bed.
Because it Rains!

Here at KZ we know a little bit about camping, actually we know a lot about camping. One thing you can count on it will rain. We randomly test our KZ campers from every product line in our camping. One thing you can count on, it will rain. We randomly test our KZ campers from every product line in our state of the art rain booth. The rain may spoil your fun outside, but it won’t inside.

Another KZ standard – newly designed drip rails and spouts keep the water flowing away from the sidewalls.

Cut-Away Features

1. 13,500 BTU AC
2. Tape/Window Roof
3. 1/4“Luan (fully walk-on)
4. Vinyl Interior Ceiling Panel
5. 4 1/4“Aluminum Trim Rafter, 16” OC
6. 9.7 Balloon Insulation
7. Insulated Ductwork
8. Heavy Duty Aluminum Headers
9. Exterior Clearance and Brake Lights
10. Aluminum Frame Front and End Walls
11. Expanded Polystyrene – R7
12. RV Grade Exterior with Integrated Luan Backing
13. 1/8”Luan Decorative Wall Board
14. 1/8”Luan
15. Fully Wrapped DSI
16. Damp/Moisture Barrier
17. Large Capacity Pass-Through Exterior Storage with Radius Door Front and Screen By Easy Release
18. Heavy Duty 1-beam Frame Construction
19. 9.7 Balloon Insulation
20. 2x2 Double-Welded Aluminum Roof Joists, 16” OC

Three Distinctive Interior Selections

Adobe Décor
- Main Fabric and Accent
- Bedroom Fabric
- Cabinet Door

Chestnut Décor
- Main Fabric and Accent
- Bedroom Fabric
- Wall Panels
- Countertops

Jade Décor
- Main Fabric and Accent
- Bedroom Fabric
- Flooring
- Carpet
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Here at KZ we know a little bit about camping, actually we know a lot about camping. One thing you can count on it will rain. We randomly test our KZ campers from every product line in our state of the art rain booth. The rain may spoil your fun outside, but it won’t inside.
Travel Trailer Floor Plans

210KS - UVW 3821 • Dry Hitch Wt. 460 • NCC 1679 • Length 23'4"
240RBS - UVW 5957 • Dry Hitch Wt. 552 • NCC 1743 • Length 28'6"
240BHS - UVW 4538 • Dry Hitch Wt. 490 • NCC 1612 • Length 28'3"
210KS - UVW 3821 • Dry Hitch Wt. 460 • NCC 1679 • Length 23'4"
240RBS - UVW 5957 • Dry Hitch Wt. 552 • NCC 1743 • Length 28'6"
240BHS - UVW 4538 • Dry Hitch Wt. 490 • NCC 1612 • Length 28'3"
210KS - UVW 3821 • Dry Hitch Wt. 460 • NCC 1679 • Length 23'4"
240RBS - UVW 5957 • Dry Hitch Wt. 552 • NCC 1743 • Length 28'6"
240BHS - UVW 4538 • Dry Hitch Wt. 490 • NCC 1612 • Length 28'3"
210KS - UVW 3821 • Dry Hitch Wt. 460 • NCC 1679 • Length 23'4"
240RBS - UVW 5957 • Dry Hitch Wt. 552 • NCC 1743 • Length 28'6"
240BHS - UVW 4538 • Dry Hitch Wt. 490 • NCC 1612 • Length 28'3"

Fifth Wheel Floor Plans

240RBS - UVW 4042 • Dry Hitch Wt. 432 • NCC 1758 • Length 26'5"
280RLS - UVW 5146 • Dry Hitch Wt. 636 • NCC 1666 • Length 29'9"
240RBS - UVW 4042 • Dry Hitch Wt. 432 • NCC 1758 • Length 26'5"
280RLS - UVW 5146 • Dry Hitch Wt. 636 • NCC 1666 • Length 29'9"
240RBS - UVW 4042 • Dry Hitch Wt. 432 • NCC 1758 • Length 26'5"
280RLS - UVW 5146 • Dry Hitch Wt. 636 • NCC 1666 • Length 29'9"
240RBS - UVW 4042 • Dry Hitch Wt. 432 • NCC 1758 • Length 26'5"
280RLS - UVW 5146 • Dry Hitch Wt. 636 • NCC 1666 • Length 29'9"
240RBS - UVW 4042 • Dry Hitch Wt. 432 • NCC 1758 • Length 26'5"
280RLS - UVW 5146 • Dry Hitch Wt. 636 • NCC 1666 • Length 29'9"

Color Key:
- Carpet
- Cabinets
- Comfort Areas
- Countertops
- Linoleum
2X2 WARRANTY – The KZ Recreational Vehicles 2x2 Warranty is a manufacturer’s warranty. Each KZ product is warranted to the original purchaser for twenty-four (24) months from the original date of purchase. Coverage includes appliances, components, construction and FULL structure. The appliances and other amenities are warranted by the individual manufacturers of those components, not KZ. Our warranty is also transferable within the first two (2) years for a small processing fee. For a copy of the warranty with full terms and conditions, ask your local KZ Dealer or visit our web site at http://www.kz-rv.com.

VEHICLE LOADING – Every effort has been made to provide the greatest number of options for the recreation vehicle owner. Each owner is responsible to select loads allowing the recreational vehicle to remain within the manufacturer’s specified chassis weight limits. Do not overload the recreational vehicle.

UNLOADED VEHICLE WEIGHT (UVW) – The typical weight of this trailer as built at the factory. The UVW does not include cargo, LP gas, fresh water, options or dealer-installed accessories.

GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING (GVWR) – The maximum permissible weight of the trailer, including the UVW plus passengers, all cargo, personal items, fluids, options and dealer-installed accessories. The GVWR is equal to or greater than the sum of the UVW and the NCC.

NET CARRYING CAPACITY (NCC) – The maximum weight of all passengers, personal items, fresh water, food, tools, LP gas, other cargo and dealer-installed accessories* that can be carried by the trailer. NCC is equal to or less than GVWR minus UVW.

* The addition of options will decrease the NCC.

It is important for your safety and enjoyment that your tow vehicle be adequately sized and equipped to tow and handle the GVWR of the RV you select. Review weights and rating of your tow vehicle and consult a competent advisor for questions or advice. Whether you are new to RVing or a seasoned veteran, get a feel for the performance of your tow vehicle and the RV together before heading out on the roadways. When you tow an RV, you must drive differently than you do when driving a single vehicle. Practice hooking up, driving, backing up and braking in a safe environment or seek out professional instruction.

See specification chart. KZ affixes a weight label to each new RV which lists weight information for that vehicle.

NOTE: This information is intended as a guide only. Weights of individual vehicles are approximate. Consult your Owner’s Manual for complete loading, weighing and towing instructions. All weights may vary.